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1'ean's ~lco e

Schedule of 1.:vents

DPi·beJlalfofthel~egeof Arts and Sdences, I enthustasfically wek:omeallstudents, faculty, sponsors and

Ii'~~&,gm.xm.

TheSymposlum Is a distinctive event, sponsored by the Conege of Arts and Sciences,

(jootf MornirI!J!

_~~""!II(!e in undergraduate creativity and research. Although recognized during its thirteen years

McKenny Union

•• __•

Mtl........ ~ event to recogRiZe theexcenent work of our students,n the Symposium is more than a
~._l'

114lcome/ Continental %eakfast

2nd Floor - Guild Hall

of students' successes. It offers an opportunity for&tudents to exhibit their creativity

8:30 - 9:45p.m.

Session

Jl. Student 1tesentations

McKenny Union - 2nd Floor Rooms
iIfllP.l1.~~DCUIDg·medassroom is both a sound philosophy and a prindple promoting student

"J~M'~" :~~l8Sl(m' has again provided a mini-grant for the specific purpose of permitting
~to share in Symposium

xm. Therefore, I am especially pleased to

9:00a.m. - 1:00p.m.

Poster 1tesentations
Guild Hall

• •(f'-I~~~IIIIiJt1.,Iil\l.UCOUeges tojoiD those from all seventeen departments of the College
PiifQd.ay.[ ev.:!JltaUd activities.

..~:· 0tI tme day only after long hours of preparation by many individuals. Again,

,.~

offer

~

thanks to this year's Symposium Planning

10:00 - 11:15a.m.

Session

13 Student 1tesentations

McKenny Union - 2nd Floor Rooms

11:30a.m. - 12:45p.m.

McKenny Union - 2nd Floor Rooms

.~a~,,"'~~'tnl1ke~ffQrtsofmanypeople, tbeCollege of Arts and Sciences
filI_~"dJ(jg'lnlnielre event.

Session C Student 1tesentations

I hope you enjoy this year's version and
1:00 - 2:30p.m.

CordiaDy,

Symposium Luncheon
McKenny Union Ballroom

Spea/(gr: 'Dr. tj)avid 5'lJfamany, President,

Wayne State runiversity
Barry Fish, Dean
College of Arts & Sciences

Poster Presentation J1bstracts

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of Biology:
'BAKER, GREG - Sponsor: Professor Walker
Developmental Morphogenesis of the Parasitic Copepod SaIminicola
thymalli. In 1991 SaIminicola thymalli, a parasitic copepod, was
discovered on whiteroundfish in Lake Huron. In this presentation,
the armature of the adult female is compared to published observations on the Alaskan and European varieties using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for evidence of possible incipient speciation. In addition, the three major developmental stages are examined. Two of these stages, the infectious copepodid and adult
female, are studied using SEM, while egg development is studied
using both light photomicroscopy and transmission electron microscopy.
'BAUMGARTNER, CHRIS - Sponsor: Professor Reinthal
Morphometric Analyses Phawgeal Taws from Lake Malawi Cichlid Fishes: Ecological Phylogenetic Considerations. Morphological
differentiation of pharyngeal teeth from three species of cichlid
fishes were examined using computer digitization and morphometric analyses. The three species represent three distinct ecological strategies; a piscivore, an herbivore, and a zooplanktivore.
Specific differences in the size and shape of the pharyngeal teeth are
attributed to both phylogenetic (evolutionary) history and to homoplasy (ecological parallelism and convergence). The broader
implications of using trophically related characters in systematic
analyses of cichlid fishes is discussed.

h AlTENS, STEPHANIE -

~ker

exists among the three kinds of cattails found in southeastern
Michigan. These cattails are the broad leafed and narrow leafed
cattails (Typha /atifolia and T. angustifolia) and their hybrid (T. x
glauca). A set of morphological characteristics derived macroscopi.
cally and through electron microscopy has been developed which
can be used as a taxonomic key for identifying these plants.

LANG, CAROL - Sponsor: Professor VandenBosch
Bacterial adaptation to serum - a molecular genetic approach.
Salmonella typhimurium is a bacterial pathogen that survives in
serum. To determine which genes the bacterium uses in serum, 153
TnphoA gene fusions were made and expression in serum and a rich
medium quantitated. One isolate had low expression of the gene in
rich media, but high expression in serum. The chromosome was
probed by Southern hybridization to determine the DNA fragment
bearing this serum-induced gene.

Department of Chemistry:
'BARAN, DAVID A. - Sponsor: Professor Powell
Absolute Calibration of an Ostwald Viscometer Bv umerical
Methods. The apparatus constant of an Ostwald viscometer was
determined absolutely using the program APPCOt"\ST.FOR, a numerical integration program written in FORTRAN, along with the
statistical program MINITAB using the procedure we designed.
This method manipulates the raw experimental data to obtain the
apparatus constant. The method to perform the data manipulations
were simplified so that it can be used efficiently by students in the
physical chemistry laboratory course CHM 365.

Sponsors: Professors Reinthal and

Gill arch morphometrics from three species of cichlid fishes with
different trophic strategies: a comparative scanning electron microscopic analysis. In this study, morphometric differences among the
gill arches from three species of cichlid fishes from Lake Malawi,
Africa are quantified. These fish present three distinct trophic
strategies; a zooplanktivore, a molluscivore, anda piscivore respectively. Comparisons were made between corresponding gill arches
in the different species and between the different gill arches within
a species. Variation in gill arch morphology is discussed in terms of
the different trophic strategies and the phylogenetic relationships
of the three species.
hANNON, ARON J.-Sponsors: Professors Bachand Walker

c?o~parison of the morphology of adult and larval Altica subplicata

in relation to feeding behavior. To account for the difference in
feeding behavior between adult and larval willow flea beetles
(Altica subplicata), the scanning electron microscope was used to
study mouthpart and tarsal claw structure. Adults feed only on
young leaves whereas larvae feed on leaves of all ages, and leaf
pubescence decreases with leaf age. The role of mouthpart and
tarsal claw structure in influencing both attachment and feeding
preferences on leaves of various ages and pubescence will be
presented.
r;;RTZ,ANITA-Sponsors: Professors Eisenbach and Walker
r?y'brldization in cattails: dia~ostic tools for identifying the hvbrid
from the two parental species. A great deal of phenotypic plasticity

~RD-sponsor:

'Dr:.ATHOS, S.J.and R. S.
ProfessorHeylClegg
The Use of Monte Carlo Simulations to Determine Mechanisms for
the Ethylene Glvcol Adsorption. Corrosion inhibition can occur
when a compound forms a protective coating (film) on a metal
surface. In order to gain insight into film formation, ethylene
glycol's mechanism of oxidation and adsorption on a noble surface
was investigated via Monte Carlo computer simulations. These
simulations yeilded rates of coverage and the maximum (saturation) coverage for binding to various numbers of sites on surfaces
with different lattice structures. Comparison is made to experimental results.
JOHNSON, THOMAS W. - Sponsor: Professor Heyl·Clegg
Modification of the Phenylalanine Residue in the Opioid Peptide
Deltorphin. This research involves the synthesis of deltorphin
peptides CTyr-D-Ala-Phe-Asp/Glu-Val-Val-Gly- H2), opiate-like
analgesic neuropeptides related to enkephalin. Through structureactivity studies, selectivity and potency can be improved, enhancing the desired action while eliminating side effects such as addiction. This involves modification of amino acid residues by varying
chemical and physical properties to determine which portions of
the molecule interact with receptors. Consequences arising from
modifying the phenylalanine residue by substitution with other
aromatic amino acids will be examined.

~RZBAN,

NASRIN S. - Sponsor: Professor Heyl-Clegg
The RoleofTryptophan ina Neurotensin Hexapeptide Analog. The

peptide neurotensin (pGlu-Leu-Tyr-Gl u-Asn-Lys-Pro-A rg- Pro-TyrIIe-Leu) has demonstrated pain relief, hypotension, and antipsychotic
effects. A hexapeptide analog base on the C- terminus (N -Me-ArgLys-Pro-Trp-TIe-Leu, TIe=terl-leucine) has been reported to possess high binding affinity as well as been reported to possess high
binding affinity as well as biological effects on the central nervous
system when administered peripherally. This study examines the
importance of the tryptophan residue by the synthesis and evaluation of analogs in which the Trp side chain indole ring is restricted,
protected or modified.
%CHAEL, WALTER and GREG YruEVES - Sponsor: Professor Milletti
Visible Absorption spectra of Binuclear Platinum (Ill) Complexes.
The absorption spectra of [BU4 N]2 [Pt2 (P2 05 H2) 4 X2] complexes
show an intense band, the position of which depends strongly on
the identity of the X ligand. Molecular orbital calculations have
been carried out on complexes of this type to shed light on the
degree of participation of the axial ligand, X, in the metal-metal d
sigma bond and the relationship between the identity of the axial
ligand and the energy of transition in the visible spectrum.
PENCE, LARKIN - Sponsors: Professors Howard and Milletti
Cycloaddition Reactions ofVinylogous Urethanes: Theoretical and
Experimental Investigations. Vinylogous urethanes are alkenes
substituted with and electron releasing group, (NR2) and an electron withdrawing group, (CD2R). Molecular orbital calculations
can indicate the effect of these substituents on the frontier orbitals
of the molecules and may thus guide the selection of reaction
partners in cyclo-additive synthesis . Ab-initio SCF calculations
using Gaussian 92 software on Cray Y-MPand C-90 supercomputers
provided these frontier molecular orbital energies. Visualizations
of theoretical results and correlation of the experimental reactions
will be presented.

Department of Psychology:
PERKEY, THOMAS - Sponsor: Professor von Kluge
Examination of the Flexibility of Learning Systems Involved in
Food Regulation. We previously established that odor and tone
cures can regulate food intake when the consequence is illness. The
present experiment was designed to evaluate whether multiple
systems are involved. Rats were presented a novel food with either

a tone or odor cue followed by illness and then tested in a same or
different environment. Odor aversions were stronger overall and
equal across contexts. Auditory aversions were weaker than odor
and disrupted by context shift.
PFLAUM, ROBYN - Sponsor. Professor Bonem
Temporal Factors in Rat Autoshaping. Comparator theories predict
that number of trials to a response should be constant when equal
cycle-trial rations are compared. Researchers have reported differences in acquisition under these conditions. This study was designed to eliminate the possible effect on acquisition of novelty of
the autoshaping environment. Results indicated an inverse relation
between number of pre-exposure sessions and number of trials to
first response, and between absolute duration of cycle and trial and
number of trials to first response.
STEPHENSON, MEG - Sponsor: Professor von Kluge
Crime on Campus: Assault, Cheating, Prostitution, Which do EMU
Students Think is the Most Serious Crime? Previous research
presented six scenarios depicting male or female criminals accused
of either assault, prostitution or cheating. Male respondents judged
guilt similarly to women but punished significantly less so. Subjects
did not judge differentially according to gender of the criminal.
Further, cheating was judged and punished most harshly. Do
students feel that cheating is most serious? This analysis found
prostitution rated least serious, followed by cheating and assault
(tied). Respondents differed in rating prostitution: men rated it
significantly less serious than did women.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Department of Management:
.hSSIOTIS, PA VLOS - Sponsor. Professor Hoyer
Malt Beverages
The Beer Industry. The United States is the
world's largest producer of malt beverages, however, the U. S. is
only 10th in per capita consumption. This fact, along with the lack
of growth in the industry, produces a situation which demands a
unique set of strategies for industry success. This poster presentation provides an overview of the beer industry, including its history, development, and current dynamics. The external threats to
this industry are addressed, as are the particular industry responses. Finally, a forecast for the beer ind ustry will be presented.

Session 51

Session

8:30 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.

J2llumni Lounge
Moderator: Professor Miller
Department of English Language & Literature:
LARAMIE, SHERRl- Sponsor: Professor Larson
Life for Sale: A Look at Prescription Drug Costs
NAPPER, ROBERT - Sponsor: Professor Bianconi
Living with AIDS: An Overview
Department of Health, Physical EduCiltion, Recreation & Dance:
VOLL, CRAIG - Sponsor: Professor Sheard
Performance Enhancing Techniques in Sports and Their
Application to Everyday Life
Department of Human, Environmental & Consumer Resources:
IWASE, YOSHI - Sponsor: Professor North
The Design of an Intermediate Care Facilitv for Persons
with Mental Disabilities

J'aculty Lounge
Moderator: Professor Ojala
Department of Geography & Geology:
BURT, WYUE - Sponsor: Professor Ojala
Tornadoes in Southeastern Michigan: Where is it safe?
JOZEFIAK, DOROTA - Sponsor: Professor Ojala
Thunderdays in Michigan: A Case Study of the EMU
Weather Station
MUSIAL. TERESA - Sponsor: Professor Kasenow
Aquifer Parameters of the Miami Well Field
PARE, PAUL - Sponsor: Professor Kasenow
Aquifer Parameter Estimator

J'ounders' Room
Moderator: Professor Bach
Department of Biology:
DAVIS, NANCY - Sponsor: Professor Simone
Development of a Three-dimensional Culture of Neurons
GERTZ, A NIT A - Sponsor: Professor Bach
Defoliation, Light. and Nutrients: Effects on Tomato Plant
Compensation
NEELY, MELODY - Sponsor: Professor Vanden Bosch
Rezulation of the E. coli cad Operon by Lysine, pH and
Cadaverine
PENCE, LARKIN - Sponsor: Professor Walker
Cocaine and Brain Cells: An Electron Microscopic and
Autoradiographic Study
RASER, KADEE - Sponsor: Professor VandenBosch
Genetic Responses of Salmonella tllPhimurium to External
Lactate

~ception Room
Moderator: Professor Semmes
Department of AfriCiln AmeriCiln Studies:
GARDNER, ALFRED - Sponsor: Professor Semmes
From the Islands to Eastern's Classroom

Department of Communication & Theatre Arts:
MEDLEY, AUDRA - Sponsor: Professor Robinson
Socialization Processing and Cross-cultural Behavioral
Patterns (a personal experience)
Department of History & Philosophy:
EVERSOLE, AMY - Sponsor: Professor Long
King Alfred the Great and the Economic Ba sis of his Reign
KERR, VANESSA - Sponsor: Professor Upshur
Crazy Judah's Dream Becomes a Realitv: the Storv of
Chinese Labor on the Transcontinental Railroad
Department of PolitiCill Science:
TALBOT, RANDY - Sponsor: Professor Sabaliunas
A Soviet View of the Cuban Missil e Crisis: Whv the
Russians Acted As They Did

Salon
Moderator: Professor Howard
Department of Chemistry:
BARAN, DAVID - Sponsor: Professor Yamauchi
An NMR Studvofthe Hvdrophobic Effect in Aluminum
Complexes of Bidentate Ligands
DA VIS, NANCY and ANTHOl\ry SCHAFFER Sponsors: Professors Rengan, Con tis, and Griffi.n
Transport Time of Volatile and Nonvolatil e Fission
Products
VANDEMARK, ANDRE - Sponsor: Professor Brabec
Transfer of Heat Shock Protein 27 into Mitochondria and
its Effect on Respiration
Department of English Language & Literature:
ZAJAC, KRISTEN - Sponsor: Professor Denning
Korean and English - Related Languages?

'IowerRoom
Moderator: Professor Freeman
Department of Milthematics:
ALDEA, MARLE E - Sponsor: Professor Buckeye
Hands-On Mathematics vs. Dittos
BUTSKE, DEBORAH - Sponsor: Professor Johnson
Fractals
GINTER, ROBINElTE - Sponsor: Professor Johnson
Number Sense in Young Children
Department of Fine Art:
SHUCARD, JENNIFER - Sponsor: Professor Bocklage
A Humanistic Approach to Art Education: A Sense of
Connection
BECK, LAURIE, ANNE BOURSELETH, ERIC JOH SON and KAREN SWAN - Sponsor: Professor Witczak
The Visual Interpretation of Language

'B

10:00 a.m. 11:15 a.m.

5'llumni Room
Moderator: Professor Kasenow
Department of Geography & Geology:
HAMILTON, AMY - Sponsor: Professor Tyler
Benton Harbor - What Happened
HOGE, REBECCA - Sponsor: Professor Kasenow
Contaminant InYestigation of the Miami Well Field
TALICSKA, MARCIA - Sponsor: Professor LoDuca
Cultural Eutrophication of Belleville Lake
Department of Psychology:
BEKEMEIER,. KARSTEN - Sponsor: Professor Bonem
The Effects of Reinforcement and Punishment on Concept
Learning

J'aculty Lounge
Moderator: Professor McMillan
Department of CompUler Science:
KING, ROSALIND - Sponsor: Professor Lintner
The Computer as Psychologist: Administering the
Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator
PARE, PAUL - Sponsor: Professor McMillan
Experiments in Parallel Processing
Department of Milthematics:
SWEET, BRIAN - Sponsor: Professor Shiskowski
Approximation Methods for Infinite Series

J'ounders' Room
Moderator: Professor Crady
Department of Communication & Theatre Arts:
PIASKOWSKI, DA VlD - Sponsor: Professor Robinson
Reflections On a Racially Motivated Incident
Department of English Language & Literature:
EAGEN, GREGORY - Sponsor: Professor Angle
Ieremy
HILE, LORI - Sponsor: Professor Devers
Flying in the Face of Despair: An Explication of Emily
Dickinson's Poems
WYNN, JAMES - Sponsor: Professor Reynolds
Satan: The Great Martyr
Department of Political Science:
HUNTER, DANIEL - Sponsor: Professor Grady
Diversity. Multiple Obligations and the Liberal State

~ception Room
Moderator: Professor Schwartz
Department of English Language & literature:
LACLAIR, KRISTEN - Sponsor: Professor Case
An Exploration of Literature and Self

NORTHRUP, ROBERT - Sponsor: Professor WojcikAndrews
Psychiatric Help 5c.
Department of Fine Art:
THOMAS, JILL - Sponsor: Professor Schwartz
Through Many Flowers: The Art of Judy Chicago
WITGEN, BARBARA - Sponsor: Professor Freeman
Death of Memol)' in Yesterday's Empty HousesAmerican
Watercolorists
Department of History & Philosophy:
KONZ, KRISTINE - Sponsor: Professor Carlsen-J ones
A Fork in the Road? A Life of Contemplation or a Life of
Action

Salon
Moderator: Professor Hammill
Department of Communication & Theatre Arts:
KUHL, MICHELLE - Sponsor. Professor Hammill
Decent Exposure: Gender in the Multicultural Landscape
of Cicely, Alaska
Department of English Language & Literature:
BERNDT, JEFFREY - Sponsor: Professor Shichtman
The Book of Sir Tristram: Great Literature or Bad Movie?
Department of Fine Art:
LAO, LINElTE - Sponsor: Professor Rubenfeld
Postmodernism in Contemporary Film
Department of Music:
COLLINS, SANDRA - Sponsor: Professor Pederson
Frederic Chopin and John Field: A Study of the Nocturne
~
Department of Sociology, Criminology & Anthropology:
KELLERSOHN, KEITH - Sponsor: Professor CerroniLong
Three American Ideological Subcultures

'IowerRoom
Moderator; Professor Larson
Department of English Language & Literature:
CARR, ROBERT - Sponsor: Professor Larson
A Visual Journey
MINSLEY, REBECCA - Sponsor: Professor Larson
The Literary Nutcracker, or Theme: A Reader's Tool for
Accessing Literature
Department of Fine Art:
MARTIN, JENNIFER - Sponsor: Professor Fairfield
Surface Experiments
MILJOUR, BONNIE - Sponsor: Professor Beginin
The Interrelationship of Rocks and Water in a Selection of
Paintings bv Three Turn of the Centul)' American
Watercolorists

Session

C

Session Presentation 5Thstracts

11:30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.

5humni Room
Moderator: Professor Figart
Department of Economics:
CHRUMKA, ELIZA BETH - Sponsor: Professor Figart
The Role of Women in the 1930 Industrial Labor Movement
GARMENN, DAWN - Sponsor: Professor Crary
A Forecast for the U.S. Economy and Aircraft Industry
Department of Economics and Women's Studies Program:
SCHMALL, SALLY - Sponsor: Professor Figart
Historical and Contemporary Issues for Women in Social
Work
SOVEREIGN, RAE - Sponsor: Professor Figart
Women in Printing and Typesetting Trades

j"aculty Lounge
MotUrator: Professor LacCroix
Department of Communication & Theatre Arts:
LINDEMANN, KURT - Sponsor: Professor laCroix
The Rhetorical Significance of Victim-Offender Mediations
SAMRA, LISA - Sponsor: Professor Martin
BLUE: An Exploration of Personal Text and Perfonnance
Department of English Language & Literature:
PARKETI, RENEE - Sponsor: Professor Juchartz
Iron Men: An Anti-Research Paper
Department of Leadership & Counseling:
CAUGHEY, JENNIFER, LISA HIVELY, WENDY
POLKEY and SUSAN STOFF - Sponsor: Professor
Callaway
Women and Children: The Story of Abuse
Department of Psychology:
GUST, JEAN - Sponsor: Professor O'Dell
The Estimation of the Impact of Child Sexual Abuse

j"ounders' Room
Moderator: Professor Long
Department of Foreign Languages & Bilingual Studies:
FRANK, JASON - Sponsor: Professor Robertson
The Brown Revolution: A Closer Look at Hitler's First
Months
Department of History & Philosophy:
BRAUN, LINDSAY - Sponsor: Professor Long
Anns and the Empire: The European Race for Naval
Supremacy in the Early 20th Century
DUFF, MICHELE- Sponsors: Professors Upshur and
Goff
The Bataan Death March
LOWE, WILLIAM - Sponsor: Professor Upshur
China and General Joseph W. Stilwell

~ception Room
Moderator: Professor Jacobs
Department of Physics & Astronomy:
DRUMMOND, CHARLES - Sponsor. Professor
Thomsen
When can like charges "attract"?
FERRANTE, LISA - Sponsor. Professor Jacobs
Chaos in High School Science
GARTRELL, TONY - Sponsor: Professor Vance
Variable Star Photometry at EMU: OP Herculis and Other
SARV's
VOSK, TED - Sponsor: Professor Sharma
Communication via Laser Beam

Salon
Moderator: Professor Evans
Department of African American Studies:
JOHNSON, STEPHEN - Sponsor: Professor Semmes
Double Consciousness and Culture Conflict in Corporate
America
Department of Communication & Theatre Arts:
MURPHY, SHANNON - Sponsor: Professor Evans
Communication. Culture and the Elementarv Classroom.
SWIT-LAN HO, ELEANOR - Sponsor: Professor
Robinson
Ethnocentrism: The Arrogance of an unfortunat(' human
experience
Department of English Language & Literature:
DEWOLF, NANCY - Sponsor: Professor Larson
Buildin~ Bridges
ELLINGTON, ANNIE - Sponsor. Professor Minadeo
African American Studies as a Discipline

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Department of African American Studies:
hARDNER, ALFRED - Sponsor: Professor Semmes

?o~ the Islands to Eastern's Classroom. This presentation is going
to focus on a theory of African cultural survival and spirituality in
the Virgin Islands during slavery. The presentation will include
how African culture and spirituality were able to be preserved. It
will also illustrate the correlation oftheevidence found in the Virgin
Islands to those in Sterling Stuckey'S book entitled Slave Culture.
JOHNSON, STEPHEN R... - Sponsor: Professor Semmes
Double Consciousness and Culture Conflict in Corporate America.
This study will explore a process affecting African American men
who find themselves within the corporate structure of mainstream
American companies. These men frequently find themselves inside
a whirlwind of legitimizing forces which ultimately create a personal dilemma of self-definition and identity. This dilemma is the
result of a struggle to maintain certain fundamental aspects of selfidentity and cultural autonomy within an institutional framework
that espouses and rewards an alien cultural ethos.

KADEE - Sponsor. Professor VandenBosch
Genetic Responses of Salmonel!J:z typhimurium to External Lactate.
We hypothesized that the bacterial pathogen Salmonel!J:z typhimurium
senses its presence in mammalian tissues by the level of environmental lactate, a metabolic prod uct of mammalian cells. Genes that
express in the presence of lactate were identified by TnphoA insertional mutagenesis, which causes the enzyme alkaline phosphatase
to be made instead of the normal gene product. Gene expression
was quantitated by assaying alkaline phosphatase activity.

Department of Biology:

Department of Chemistry:

7'ower Room

~SER,

~RTZ, ANITA -

~ARAN, DAVrD A. - Sponsor. Professor Yamauchi
An NMR Study of the Hvdrophobic Effect in Aluminum Complexes of Bidentate Ligands. The stereochemistry of aluminum
complexes are being studied by NMR spectroscopy to determine
the extent of the hydrophobic effect on complex formation. This
apparently does not affect the formation of aluminum oxinate. Our
current work is now directed towards B- keto esters and B-d iketones
with a long hydrocarbon chain on one side, which should optimize
the conditions for the hydrophobic effect. The compounds we are
currently studying are 2, 4-nonanedione, 2, 4-hexanedione, methyl
acetoacetate and n-pentyl acetoacetate.

~ELy,MELODYN.-sponsors:Professorsolson,

'DAVIS, NANCY and ANTHONY SCHAFFER - Sponsors:
Professors Krish Rengan and Nina Con tis
Transport Time of Volatile and Nonvolatile Fission Products. The
gas-jet system at the Ford Nuclear Reactor is used for the study of
short-lived fission products. Some of the fission products chemically react with ethylene in the carrier gas to form volatile materials
while others remain nonvolatile. The transport time (the time taken
by the products to reach the chemistry box or detector) of the
volatile and the nonvolatile fission products were measured. Results show that the transport time is the same for both kinds of
products and it is 0.5 s.

PENCE, LARKIN - Sponsor: Professor Walker
Cocaine and Brain Cells: An Electron Microscopic and A utoradio-

UNDEMARK, ANDREW - Sponsor. Professor Brabec
Transfer of Heat Shock Protein 27 into Mitochondria and its Effect
on Respiration. The expression of Heat Shock Protein 27 (HSP27)
can be induced in Sertoli cell cultures through the addition ofCd+2
ions. The specific function of HSP27 has not been fully described,
although previous research has pointed towards a possible connection between increased mitochondrial respiration rates in rat liver
mitochondria and the presence of HSP27. Present research is
examining the transfer ofHSP27 into mitochondria through the use
of single dimension electrophoresis.

VA VIS, NANCY E. - Sponsor: Professor Simone
Development of a Three-dimensional Culture of Neurons. The
experimental work performed on this project represents the development of a procedure for obtaining a three-dimensional culture of
neurons attached to glass wool. The procedure utilizes techniques
of chromatography for protein separation, attachment of these
proteins to the glass matrix, and cell culture techniques for the
development and maintenance of neuron cultures obtained from
the cerebral tissue of rats.
Sponsor: Professor Bach
Light. and Nutrients : Effects on Tomato Plant Compensation. An experiment was designed to test the effects of light
and nutrient levels on the ability of tomato plants (Lycopersicon
esculentum) to compensate for damage by the tomato hornworm
(Manduca sexta). Plants were subjected to high and low light,
nutrient levels, and four levels of herbivory. Plants had significantly greater heights and weights under conditions of high light,
high nutrients, and low herbivory. Nutrients were more important
than light in influencing the ability of plants to compensate for
damage.

r?ef~liation.

Moderator: Professor Stacey
Department of Communication & Theatre Arts:
MAJOR, MICHELE- Sponsor. Professor Stacey
You Don't Understand!: Comin~ Out. and the Family
Peyton, Mike - Sponsor. Professor Watson
Lost In Space: Homosexuallma~e s and Connotation
Department of English Language & Literature:
SHOESMITH, SUZANNE - Sponsor. Professor
Woj cik-Andrews
Feminism in Children's Literature
Department of Foreign Languages & Bilingual Studies:
DOLINKA, BENJAMIN - Sponsor: Professor Holoka
The Sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron: The Role of Women
in Greek Rites of Passage During the Archaic and Classical
Periods
Women's Studies Program:
LUDWIG, VICTORIA - Sponsor. Professor Daiimer
The Straightening of lane EYre. Womon-loving and the
heterosexual transition in Jane Eyre

graphic Study. Electron microscopy and autoradiography were
used to determine thein vitro effectsofcocaineonhuman brain cells.
Human neuroblastoma cells were cultured, treated with cocaine
and/or epinephrine and prepared for examination in a doubleblind procedure. 3H-thymidine incorporation and transmission
electron microscopy were used to determine the impact of cocaine
on DNA synthesis and the related appearance of intranuclear dark
bodies, respectively. Scanning electron microscopic and stainocclusion studies will determine the cu:ture densities, cellular fine
structure, and morphological conformity.

VanBoglen
and VandenBosch
Regulation of the E. coli cad Operon by Lysine, pH and Cadaverine.
The cad operon of E. coli encodes a lysine/cadaverine anti porter
induced by external acidification. We found that exogenous lysine
and external acidification are co-inducers of the cad operon. Lysineindependent m utan ts were isolated and found to have m u ta tions in
/ysP, the gene for lysine permease. Addition of exogenous cadaverine, a metabolite of lysine, repressed induction even at low pH.

Department of Communication & Theatre Arts:
.%!HL, MICHELLE - Sponsor. Professor Hammill
Decent Exposure: Gender in the Multicultural Landscape of Cicely.
Alaska. This paper examines the value of expanding the traditional
definition of multiculturalism to include the culture of women and
the culture of men, thereby providing us with a more explicit way
to view ourselves in relation to the multicultural society in which we
live. This non-traditional view of multiculturalism is evidenced in
the television series, Northern Exposure. through its construction of
various cultures within the culture.
£NDEMANN, KURT - Sponsor. Professor laCroix
The Rhetorical Significance of Victim-Offender Mediations. The
Victim-Offender Mediation process, a meeting between the victim
and offender in a criminal act, is now being used frequently in the
criminal justice system. Using videotaped footage of actual mediations, this presentation will analyze the mediation process using a
proven methodology and explain the rhetorical success, or healing
benefits, of Victim-Offender Mediations.

~JOR.

MICHELE - Sponsor. Professor Stacey
You Don't Understand': Coming Out, and the Family. A comprehensive look at gays coming out to family members, and their
reactions. This presentation will focus on the reactions and preconceptionsthat farnilymembers have of gays. This will also cover how
thefarnily copes with the stress of the child' s coming out, and finally
their decision to accept or reject their gay son, ordaughter' s lifestyle.
%DLEY, AUDRA - Sponsor. Professor Robinson
Socialization Processing and Cross-cultural Behavioral Patterns (a
personal experience). This paper analyzes an interracial/interethnic communication personal experience, and links three factors that
hinder crosS-alltural communication; socialization, cognitive dissonance, and denial of dignity. It discusses the affects socialization
can have interracial/interethnic communication, and identifies six
communication barriers with problem-solving techniques to break
them. This paper also looks at the development of the socialization
process for the future and declares awareness of racism as being the
key factor in the process.
PIASKOWSKI, DAVID A. - Sponsor. Professor Robinson
Reflections On a Racially Motivated Incident. This paper was
written in response to a course requirement for Interracial Communication. The paper begins in a very anecdotal style and describes
a situation between a Resident Advisor and dormitory residents
that was racially motivated. The paper concludes with an analytical
retrospect on the events and some of the possible motivating
factors. The events are a real-life experience for the author, the
names are pseudonyms.

PEYrON, MICHEAL - Sponsor. Professor Watson
Lost In Space: Homosexual Images and Connotation. This presentation is an analysis of the popular television series within a homosexual context. Using examples from the series, it will reveal covert
images present in the writing, direction, staging, scenery, and
performances which can be construed as allusions toward homosexuality. It will discuss how the portrayal of Dr. Smith reflects
many of our cultural beliefs and misconceptions in regards to Gays
and Lesbians.

9vfvRPHY, SHANNON - Sponsor. Professor Evans
Communication, Culture and the Elementary Classroom. Intercul-

tural sensitivity and communication are becoming morecriticaland
necessary in the elementary classroom. This presentation will focus
on some of the opportunities and responsibilities of the elementary
educator in developing cultural sensitivity and skills in children.

Department of Economics and Women's Studies Program:

SWIT-LAN HO, ELEANOR -

SCHMALL, SA LLY - Sponsor. Professor Figart
Historical and Contemporary Issues for Women in Social Work..
This presentation will examine the influential relationship between
prevailing ideologies about women and their roles, status, and
salaries in the following female-dominated professions: teaching,
librarianship, and social work - with special emphasis on social
work.. An overview of the historical development and analogical
problems within these professions will be followed by an explanation of the current issues and concerns of women in social work..
Fmally, possible strategies for improving women's work experiences in social work will be discussed.

Department of Computer Science:

SOVEREIGN, RAE - Sponsor. Professor Figart
Women in Printing and Typesetting Trades. This research looks at
contributions of women in the printing and typesetting trades
historically and in contemporary business. Although traditionally
male-dominated workplaces, women were important to early literary development of this country. With technological development
and the changing nature of the workplace in the 1970s, women
became active in the trades. This paper is supported by historical
research and first-person interviews.

SAMRAI LISA ANN -

Sponsor. Professor Martin
BLUE: An Exploration of Personal Text and Performance. This
projects is a contemporary feminist performance are work.. As such,
BLUE functions as critically informed performance, and explores
notions of self as constructed identity, relationships between public
and private perception, and personal text as performance text.
Sponsor: Professor Robinson
Ethnocentrism: The Arrogance of an unfortunate human experience. This presentation will focus on a personal encounter with
ethnocentrism that has its origins in history, culture and personal
misconceptions of the reality, culminating in a realizat ion that
ethnocentrism limits the individual from discovering the truth and
beauty of another individual. Arising from this realization are new
avenues for greater awareness of intercultural communication and
its dynamism.

Department of English Language & Literature:

PARE, JOSEPH PAUL - Sponsor: Professor McMillan
Experiments in Parallel ProceSSing. My presentation will be on the
subject of parallel processing. I plan to test mu ltiple algorithms on
the parallel processing machine in the computer science department, called the Transputer. A Transputer consists of a number of
cards that fit into an IBM compatible computer, which will allow
parallel processing to take place. The presentation will consist of an
explanation of parallel processing, the use and working of the
Transputer, and my results on testing the Transputer with standard
benchmark parallel processing algorithms.

'BERNDT, JEFFREY - Sponsor. Professor Shichtman
The Book of Sir Tristram: Great Literature or Bad MOV1e? Sir
Thomas Malory's Le Morte d' Arthur, especially the Book of Sir
Tristram, reads very much like the standard martial arts movie,
Shaolin: The Blood Mission, in theme if not in exact plot. Both have
gratuitous violence, simple plots, and poor character development.
The p resenter makes the comparison and chooses notto say whether
it speaks well of Kung fu movies or ill of Sir Thomas Malory.

%,.NG, ROSALIND M. - Sponsor. Professor Lintner
The Computer as Psvchologist: Administering the Mevers-Briggs
Type Indicator. The Meyers-Briggs Type Inicator is a widely
recognized instrument for the assessment of personality type. A
computer application has been developed which administers the
iindicator, evaluates the subject's responses and offers the subject a
description of his/her personality type as defined by the indicator.
This presentation will trace the development of the computer
application and demonstrate its performance.

ROBERT - Sponsor. Professor Larson
A Visual fourney. When viewing any piece of art, the viewer often
slips spontaneously into a unique relationship with it, which will
naturally evolve, by way of impressions, insights, and even imagination, into a heightened understanding of it. To gain a senseof this
close relationship between art and audience, and the strong potential for increased artistic understanding this relationship will yield,
this presentation jumps headlong into a watercolor painted by
Joseph M. Turner in the early 19th century.

Department of Economics:

'Dr:.WOI.J:, NANCY - Sponsor. Professor Larson
Building Bridges. This presentation focuses on interracial couples,
making the point that they can provide examples of the power of
human courage and love, allowing us to understand that we do not
have to define ourselves by our differences. In such relationships,
the uniqueness and value of each human being is emphasized,
affording both fresh perspectives and hope for the future.

CHRUMKA, ELIZABETH - Sponsor. Professor Figart
The Role of Women in the 1930s Industrial Labor Movement. This
presentation will address the important part women played in the
riseoftheindustriallabormovement. In their roles as wife, mother,
and worker, women pushed selflessly in pursuit of union objectives. Unwilling to remain confined to traditional "women's roles,"
they provided crucial supportattheforefront of what wasoftentimes
violent strike activity. Without these efforts, the rise of industrial
unionism may well have played out differently .
hARMENN, DAWN - Sponsor. Professor Crary
;forecast for the U.s. Economy and Aircraft Industry. Businesses
rely on economic data to plan future operations. This presentation
employs a macroeconomic model to provide estimates of future
economic performance. Based on the forecast results, the future
state of the aircraft industry is examined.

GRR,.

f£AGEN, GREGORY - Sponsor. Professor Angle
Jeremy. This short story explores the conflict the protagonist
encounters in a world he does not understand, as he prefers,
instead, the simplicity of his past to the complexity of his present
situation. The result, for Jeremy, is the uncertainty of his future.

~LINGTON, ANNIE - Sponsor. Professor Minadeo
African American Studies as a Discipline. This presentation provides an ethnographic approach discussing the evolution of African
AmericanStudiesasa discipline. It focuses on professional writings
within the field, the types of texts provided for the students in the
curriculum, introductory and upper level class observations, and

interviews from both professional and students in the discipline. It
concludes by presenting the need for multi-cultural education in
public schools throughout the United States.

%LE,

LORI - Sponsor: Professor Devers
Flving in the Face of Despair: An Explication of Emily Dickinson's
Poems. This presentation is an explication of two of Emily
Dickinson's poems: '1 Heard a Fly Buzz" and "I Cannot Live with
You". The poems share certain themes, such as death, the after-life,
and the lure of abstinence, which are common to manyofDickinson's
works, but in this presentation the poems are treated as unique and
independent statements, ultimately possessing very separatemeanings.
LACLAIR, KRISTEN - Sponsor. Professor Case
An Exploration of Literature and Self. This presentation offers
analyses of selected pieces of literature by exploring such devices as
point of view and figurative language. However, through the
inclusion of personal reflections, the presenter offers highly individualized reactions to the literature, reactions meant to stimulate
further exploration of these and other literary works.
LARAMIE, SHERRI - Sponsor. Professor Larson
Li fe for Sa Ie: A Leo k at Prescription Drug Costs. This presentation
offers a thoroughly researched examination of the causes and
effects of the soaring costs of prescription medicine in this country.
Pharmaceutical companies in particular are examined to discern
their role in the crisis, though they are not the clear villains that
many would suspect. In the conclusion, a few of the more viable
solutions to this problem are presented.
9vL.NSLEY, REBECCA - Sponsor. Professor Larson
The Literarv Nutcracker, or Theme: A Reader's Tool for Accessing
Literature. Due to the term 's varied usage and broad application,
"theme" is a word that many students find problematic if not
completely baffling. This presentation targets an audienceofbeginning literature students, with the purpose of explaining what theme
is, and how it can be used by a reader as a tool for better understanding a piece of literature. The presentation is largely grounded in
Clarence Holman's definition of theme as "the abstract concept that
is made concrete through its representation in person, acting and
image in a work."
1\[APPER, ROBERT - Sponsor. Professor Bianconi
Living with AIDS: An Overview. This presentation is about AIDS.
It deals with the psychological effect of AIDS on the victims and on
those in their community. Specifically it focuses on the lifestyle
concerns of people with AIDS and a variety of practical and therapeutic techniques used by AIDS workers as well as patients.
9\f9RTHRUP,ROBERT -Sponsor: Professor Wojcik-Andrews
Psychiatric Help Sc. Themes of anxiety, rejection, and depression
appear regularly in Charles Schulz's comic strip, "Peanuts." This
presentation applies the theories of author and psychiatrist Carl
Jung to the com ic strip's cast of the neurotic characters. From Lucy,
the shadowy seductress, and the rarely seen "Little Red-Haired
Girl," to Linus' security blanket addiction and Snoopy's self-hatred,
Jung's notion of archetypes provides a unique perspective on the
Peanuts gang.

PARKETT, RENEE - Sponsor. Professor Juchartz
Iron Men: An Anti-Research Paper. The uniqueness ofthis presentation begins with its title; it endeavors to provide a model of
breaking away from the (male) dictated formality of "academic
discourse," as the presenter examines the recent men's movement

begun by Robert Blyand subtly argues that the most striking aspects
of this movement are quite ridiculous.
SHOESMITH, SUZANNE - Sponsor: Professor WojcikAndrews
Feminism in Children's Literature. Feminism, by definition, is an
organized movement for political and social change. Feminism in
children's literature, however, has no clear definition. This presentation focuses on the current place and purpose of feminism in
children's literature, attempting to derive a definition, and then, as
a ronclusion, offers an approach that would seek to avoid the
extremes of sexism, directed at either the male or female.

~N,

JAMES - Sponsor: Professor Reynolds
Satan: The Great Martyr. John Milton's epic work Paradise Lost
presents certain ironies concerning the Christian notion of martyrdom and the role of Satan in the Christian universe. This presentation explores these ironies, specifically their impact in Milton's
works on the relationship between man and the divine powers that
define his world.

ZAJAC, KRISTEN -

Sponsor: Professor Denning
Korean and En~lish - Related Languages? Language relationships
are not as well-defined as one might think. Some languages form
more obvious groupings, but these larger groups may also bear a
relationship to each other. Some linguists believe this is indicative
of a massive "Eurasiatic" family of languages. This presentation
examines evidence in support of this hypothesis and deals specifically with two languages at opposite ends of this transcontinental
"super-family": English and Korean.

Department of Fine Art:
'BECK, LAURIE, ANNE

~URSELETH, ERIC JOHNSON

and KAREN SWAN - Sponsor: Professor Witczak
The Visual Interpretation of LanVJage. This presentation explores
relationships among visual images in two-dimensional space via a
series of experimentations. Students analyzed and organized twodimensional experience into categories or systems. In so doing,
form was examined as the syntax of a visual language in which
visual information is communicated.

LAO, LINETrE - Sponsor: Professor Rubenfeld
Postmodernism in Contemporary Film. Film, asan art form readily
accepted by the public as entertainment, reflects postmodernism's
effect on popular culture. This presentation will examine David
Lynch's Wild at Heart as a recent film that questions traditionally
representation and ideals.
%RTIN, JENNIFER - Sponsor: Professor Fairfield
Surface Experiments. By combining printmaking techniques, I
intend to build up the flat surface of a screen print. I will mix ink
with different ingredients - marble dust, aluminum oxide, sand,
baking soda, and / or luminite - to create different textures and then
control the viscosity to juxtapose a thin mixture over a heavy, thick
mixture. These experiments show which surfaces crack on their
own, which ones need help, and how each reacts to chipping,
gouging, sanding and scraping.

~LJOUR,

BONNIE - Sponsor: Professor Beginin
The Interrelationship of Rocks and Water in a Selection of Paintings
by Three Tum of the Century American Watercolorists. This
presentation will explore selected watercolor paintings by Winslow

Homer, John Singer Sargent and John Marin, with a focus on how
each artist depicted the relationship between mineral and aquatic
forms. Slides will be used to illustrate how stylistic differences
influenced. the boundaries between these two forms. The painters
will be discussed in chronological order, and a total of three works
by each artist will be briefly explored. .
SHUCARD, JENNIFER - Sponsor: Professor Bocklage
A Humanistic Approach to Art Ed ucation : A Sense of Connection.
This presentation will offer a philosophy of art education focusing
on the student as a part of a greater tradition of art. This tradition
began in the past, is moving through the present and will continue
on into the future. Main concerns include: benefits of this type of
art education, approaches to presenting material to students in
order to maximize the learning experience, and an example of a
lesson that is based on this philosophy.
rr;"OMAS, JILL - Sponsor: Professor Schwartz
Through Many Rowers: The Art ofJudy Chicago. Judy Chicago is
one of the most recognized feminist artists of our time. The strength
of her voice has been an enormous influence on the feminist
community by inspiring women to develop their own awareness
and creativity. This presentation willgivean overview of Chicago's
career, focusing on her primary works and influences.
WrTGEN, BARBARA ANN - Sponsor: Professor Freeman
Death of Memory in Yesterday'S Empty Houses. In this series of
drawings I am attempting to recreate my childhood home, which
today sits abandoned and neglected. Like the house Heel a sense of
loss and detachment from the past. It seems as if something
important has been forgotten and demands discovery. This house
and its rooms, then, have become a personal search for identity. I
feel that I am recreating these rooms in order to recover the memories that lie just beyond my reach.

Department of Foreign Languages & Bilingual Studies:
'iJOLINKA, BENJAMIN J. - Sponsor: Professor Holoka
The Sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron: The Role of Women in Greek
Rites of Passage Durin~ the Archaic and Classical Periods. This
presentation will focus on the site of the Sanctuary of Artemis at
Brauron, in Greece. Once a thriving cult<enter, Brauron has left us
with a rich archaeological record: while there are extraordinary
large-scale architectural finds, especially important (because of
their rarity) are the items of women's everyday life that have been
found. The site also provides valuable information concerning
Greek religious cults and rites-of-passage during the Archaic and
Classical periods.
:!'RANK, JASON - Sponsor. Professor Robertson
The Brown Revolution: A Closer Look at Hitler's First Months. This
presentation will focus on Hitler's consolidation of power during
his first seven months as chancellor of the Third Reich. Using a
powerful combination of prizes and threats, Hitler and the Nazis
subjugated the German mind, annexing existing youth groups,
unions, the Lutheran church, clubs and municipal and provincial
governments. In this presentation we will analyze the step-by-step
process of the take over.

Department of Geography & Geology:
tBuRT, WYLIE R. - Sponsor: Professor Ojala
Tornadoes in Southeastern Michi~an: Where is it safe? Facts or
myths? When a tornado touches down it always heads for a trailer

park. Trailer parks are susceptible to tornadoes. There are places in
a tornado-prone area that are safer than others. The purpose of this
research is to satisfy questions such as these. Maps of the four
Southeastern Michigan counties: Washtenaw, Monroe, Wayne, and
Lenawee that show tornado paths (and touchdowns when the path
is unknown) have been prepared. They will show areas that are
potentially more dangerous than others. Using these maps and
topographic maps, the relationship between tornadoes and common topographic features will be analyzed.
'iJRUMMOND, CHARLES - Sponsor: Professor Thomsen
When can like charges "attract"? In the absence of a magnetic field,
charges of like sign repel and only scatte~ng behavio~ is o~served.
However, in the presence of a magnetic field, traJE!Ctones that
resemble orbits predict for charges of opposite sign may be observed. In this presentation, the behavior of a mobile charged
particle in the vicinity of a fixed charge of like sign will described,
and a computer model of the system under varying initial conditions demonstrated.
%MILTON, AMY S. - Sponsor. Professor Tyler
Benton Harbor - What Happened. This will be a slide presentation
covering the events which led to the present Benton Harbor. The
focus of the presentation will be on the present revitalization
programs which include: (1) Vision '93 (2) Weed and Seed (3)
Enterprise Zones.
%GE, REBECCA - Sponsor: Professor Kasenow
Contaminant Investigation of the Miami Well Field. Contaminant
parameter estimation of the Miami well field will be presented. The
severity and extent of the contamination will be addressed, which
will include type and concentration of contaminants and plume
flow direction. Results of solutions as predicted by groundwater
modeling relative to remediation will also be presented.
JOZEFIAK, DOROTA - Sponsor: Professor Ojala
Thunderdavs in Michigan: A Case Study of the EMU Weather
Station. The National Weather Service defines a thunderday as one
on which thunder is recorded at a give location. Since thunder is
associated with storms, thunderday histories represent a record of
thunderstorm frequency at a given weather station. The purpose of
this project is to analyze the thunderday record of the station at
Eastern Michigan University in order to determine the frequency of
occurrence of local thunderstorms. Then, average Ypsilanti-area
thunderstorm weather conditions are developed by analysis of
appropriate daily synoptic maps.

compared. to current methods. The demonstration will emphasize
production well analysis.
r£.UCSKA, MARCIA - Sponsor: Professor LoDuca
Cultural Eutrophication of Belleville Lake. Eutrophication is the
natural process of lake maturity; cultural eutrophication is the
acceleration of lake maturity due to human activities. Extensive
fertilizer use adjacent to Belleville Lake has likely increased the rate
o flake maturity, resulting in cultural eutrophication. By examining
the levels of macro nutrients, including phosphorus and nitrogen
within Belleville Lake the type, extent, and cause of eutrophication
can be determined.

Department of History & Philosophy:

~UN, UNDSA Y F. - Sponsor: Professor Long
Arms and the Empire: The European Race for Naval Supremacy in
the Early 20th Century. In 1906, a revolutionary new warship, the
Dreadnought, sparked a naval arms race unprecedented in work
history, a race which had special meaning for the two greatest
powers of Europe, Great Britain and Germany. This paper discusses the development and meaning of this competition, from the
beginning of the century until the eve of the First World War, with
em phasis on the ideas and men behi nd the great naval programmes
of this period.
~, MICHELE F. - Sponsors: ProfessorsUpshur and Goff
The Bataan Death March. This presentation will show the atrocities
that the United States American Forces Far East (USAFFE) faced. at
the hands of their Japanese captors during World War II. The
presentation will highlight the USAFFE surrender, the Bataan Death
March, and life as a prisoner of war. An interview with a survivor
of the March, Sgt. Harold "Bud" Burns, my grandfather, is also
included.
1:VERSOLE, AMY - Sponsor: Professor Long
King Alfred. the Great and the Economic Basis of His Reign. Alfred
the Great is the only monarch to have been called the "Great." This
is for several reasons; his military activities against the Danes, his
literary activities, and his administrative activities. All of these
were based on a thriving economy. This paper will focus on his
lesser known financial measures and on the late-ninth century
English economy. The paper points out that none of the measures
for which Alfred was "Great" would have been possible without a
sound economic footing.

MuSIAL, TERESA - Sponsor: Professor Kasenow
Aquifer Parameters of the Miami Well Field. The Miami well field,
operated by the City of Dayton, Ohio, requested a hydrogeological
investigation because of possible contamination of the ground water. Aquifer analysis included parameter estimation relative to the
transmissive and storage properties of the ground water system and
direction and velocity of groundwater flow. An overview of
methodology and results in regards to parameter investigation of
the Miami well field will be presented.

.%RR, VANESSA R. - Sponsor: Professor Upshur
Crazv luda h' s Dream Becomes a Reality: the Story of Chi nese Labor
on the Transcontinental Railroad. The completion of the Transcontinental Railroad opened communication between the East and
West coasts of the United States. Without the help of thousands of
Chinese laborers this task would have taken much longer to accomplish. The Chinese were recruited and often shipped from China to
work under treacherous conditions and for less pay than the white
laborers. This paper explores the treatment and working conditions
of the Chinese along with a brief history of the Transcontinental
Railroad.

PARE, PAUL - Sponsor. Professor Kasenow
Aquifer Parameter Estimator. Groundwater parameter investigation generally includes graphical analysis that is both tedious and
time consuming. A computer program that eliminates the need for
graphs has been developed. This program addresses over 30
groundwater functions and has been tested against historical data.
Theory and application of the program will be demonstrated and

~NZ, KRISTINE M. - Sponsor: Professor Carlsen-Jones
A Fork in the Road? A Life of Contemplation or a Life of Action.
This presentation will explore what the life of contemplation and
the life of action are. It will also examine why Plato felt these two
types of life were in direct conflict with each other and how they
might possibly be integrated into one harmonious life.

~WE, WILUAM - Sponsor: Professor Upshur
China and General Ioseph W. Stilwell. With an understanding and
affection of China acquired over a period of twenty years, General
Stilwell was in a unique position to oversee Chinese and American
cooperation during World War n. Frustrations with Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek and other Chinese officials over war strategy and
logistics inevitably led to conflicts and public criticism. Despite his
military successes, Stilwell's conflicts with Chiang became so divisive that eventually President Roosevelt was forced to recall him.
Department of Mathematics:
Jit.DEA, MARLEEN - Sponsor: Professor Buckeye
Hands-On Mathematics vs. Dittos. Most students in school learn at
different paces and in different ways . Hands-on mathematics lets
the students actually see what they are doing whereas dittos are
used to either teach, reinforce, or give practice for the students. I will
focus on the pros and cons of using either hands-on mathematics
and/or math dittos in the schools today.
'Bu-rSKE, DEBORAH - Sponsor: Professor Johnson
Fractals. The purpose of this study was to develop a motivational
and informational packet aimed at interesting algebra students in
considering a math-related career. The project explains where
fractals came from, who helped discover them, and some of their
uses. It also explains some of the math behind generating fractals.
Fractals are being used in various ways and at least three high
school geometry courses, based on chaos and fractals exist.
lnNTER. ROBINETrE - Sponsor: Professor Johnson

r?u~ber Sense in Young Children. The purpose of this study was
to investigate the existence and development of number sense in
young children. Five case studies were conducted with children
aged four to nine. The interviewer asked eight questions. Results
showed that children are capable of solving difficult problems
providing they are allowed to use manipulatives and can use their
own "thinking strategies". This study affirms that teachers must
watch and listen very intently, then proceed.

SWEET, BRIAN -

Sponsor: Professor Kenneth Shiskowski
Approximation Methods for Infinite Series. This presentation will
examinean asymptotic approximation of the divergent generalized
harmonic series (p-series) as well as the Fourier analysis method of
summing some of the convergent generalized harmonic series. It
will then show how the two methods are related.

Department of Music:
CoLUNS, SANDRA K. - Sponsor: Professor Garik Pedersen
FredericChopinand John Field: A StudyoftheNoctumeStyle. This
presentation will explore the relationship of the piano nocturnes of
Frederic Chopin to those of his lesser-known contemporary, Irish
composer John Field. A stylistic and historical overview of both
composers will be discussed and sections of various nocturnes will
be performed in an attempt to show similarities between the composers' works.

observed. In this presentation, the behavior of a light, mobile,
charged particle in the vicinity of a heavier, fixed charge of like sign
will be described, and a computer model of the system under
varying initial conditions demonstrated .

tion to the other two. ext, rewards were removed for the previous
correct but never reinforced responses of this emergent relation to
determine whether the correct responses of the previous trained
relations would be indirectly suppressed as well.

~RRANTE,

~ JST, JEAN A. - Sponsor: Professor O'Dell
TI?e Estimation of the Impact of Child Sexual Abuse. This study
investigates the estimation of impact of child sexual abuse on the
victim's life. Introductory Psychology students were given a questionnaire developed for this study asking them to estimate the
amount of impact from "No Impact" to "Very Strong Impact," that
child sexual abuse has on variables in the victim's life. The results
indicate that males and non-abuse subjects believe the impact to be
more severe on interpersonal relationships than do females or
abused subjects.

LISA - Sponsor: Professor Jacobs
Chaos in High School Science. It is now apparent that chaos is
everywhere; it poses problems that defy accepted ways of working
science. In the 1970s a new theory was formed when scientists
started to find a path through the seeming disorder. "Bad data" and
unexplained phenomena can be handled in the new scheme. In this
presentation several simple electronic circuits will be used to demonstrate how even very elementary systems can generate chaos; this
work can go out as a package to be presented in area high school
physics classes.
hARTRELL, TOl\TY - Sponsor: Professor Vance
V?riable Star Photometry at EMU: OP Herculis and Other SARV' s.
Photoelectric photometry of variable stars in Michigan requires a
combination of skill, patience, ambition, and the cooperation of
mother nature. This presentation shows the results of data taken
over a seven month period for the red giant variable OP Herculis
from Sherzer Observatory's refractor telescope and SSP-5 photometry system. Additional results from the upcoming winter run of
Project SARV (Smail Amplitude Red Variable) stars in the constel·
lation of Auriga will be presented as well.

~UMMOND, CHARLES -

Sponsor: Professor Thomsen
When can like charges "attract"? In the absence of a magnetic field,
charges of like sign repel and only scattering behavior is observed.
However, in the presence of a magnetic field, trajectories that
resemble orbits predicted for charges of opposite sign may be

.1\§LLERSOHN, KEITH B. - Sponsor: Professor Cerroni-Long
Three American IdeololPcal Subcultures. This project is an analysis
of three contemporary American subcultural groups with very
different ideological positions: the KIu Klux Klan, the Black Muslims, and the Baha'i. These groups' characteristics will be described,
from mainstream ideology. On the basis of this assessment some
predictions will be made about how these groups may develop
and/or affect the development of American culture.

Department of Health, Physical Education, Recreation & Dance:
%LL, CRAIG A., Jr. - Sponsor: Professor Sheard
Performance Enhancing Techniq,ues in Sports and Their Application to Everyday Life. This presentation will explore the emergence
of Sports Psychology as a viable link to improving athletic performance through visual imagery. Further considerations will examine how these same techniques can be personalized and applied to
achieving the everyday goals of life.

Department of Leadership & Counseling:
GUGHEY, JENNIFER, LISA %VELY, WENDY POLKEY
and SUSAN STOFF -

Sponsor: Professor Callaway

Women and Children - The Storyof Abuse. The issue of abuse, until
recently, has been ignored in our country. This presentation attempts to develop sensitivity to and understanding of day-to-day
issues in the lives of abused women and children. A general
definition of abuse, and distinctions among the types of abuse will
be discussed. Additionally, this presentation will examine abuser
profiles and the influence of the justice system on the life of the
abused.

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
%SK, TED - Sponsor: Professor Sharma
Communication via Laser Beam. The rudiments of fibre-optic
communication will be discussed and demonstrated by mechanically intercepting a laser beamwitha vibrating razorblademounted
on a speaker. The intenSity-modulated beam will then be fed to a
photodiode detector. The signal from the detector could be heard
or displayed on an oscilloscope.

Department of Political Science:

nNTER,

DANIEL E. - Sponsor: Professor Grady
Diversity, Multiple Obligations and the Liberal State. The modern
liberal state is a complex entity composed of may groups. It is
because of this structure that individuals incur multiple obligations
to groups that are often diverse and even in conflict with each other.
Individuals, as members of the state, are obligated to obey the laws
of the state. Often this results in a dilemma. Incases where the laws
of the state are in conflict with family, religious or even "moral"
obligations, which obligation takes precedence? These are questions the liberal theorist, Michael Walzer, has addressed and this
paper is an exploration of his ideas about justice, citizenship,
obligations and disobedience.

~LBOT,

RANDY R. - Sponsor: Professor Sabaliunas
A Soviet View of the Cuban Missile Crisis: Why the Russians Acted
As They Did. This project focused on the sources of Soviet cond uct
regarding decision-making behavior in Foreigh Policy using new
information on the Cuban Missile Crisis.

Department of Psychology:
Department of Physics & Astronomy:

Department of Sociology, Anthropology & Criminology:

COLLEGE OF EDUCAnON

~KEMEIER,

KARSTEN - Sponsor: Professor Bonem
The Effects of Reinforcement and Punishment on Concept Learn~ For three words (cat, hat, dog), children were taught two ofthe
following stimulus-stimulus relations: English-Spanish, Spanish·
French, French-English (or variations). Data indicates that the third
such relation emerged without direct training, because of its rela-

Women's Studies Program:
(SuaLso'~

Department of Human, Environmental & Consumer Resources:

ofEamomics....t W"""",', ShuiiesProp"'"')

£..uoWIG, VIcrORIA J. - Sponsor: Professor Daiimer
The Straightening of Jane Eyre. Womon-loving and the heterosexual transition in lane Eyre. This presentation is a contemporary
interpretation of the classic novel Jane Eyre. A look at the development of Jane's sexual identity offers insights into cultural forces that
discourage womyn from lesbianism, insights that are applicable for
20th century readers. The presentation will deal with lesbianism on
three levels; a womon' s seJflove, love between wom yn, and womyn
practicing or acknowledging womon - and earth-identified spirituality.

IWASE, YOSHI - Sponsor: Professor North
The Design of an Intermediate Care Facility for Persons with Mental
Disabilities. The design of the intermediate care facility for persons
with mental disabilities will be presented with emphasis on the
specific stages of the interior design process for the formation of
design solutions. It will include programming, concept development, schematic design development, and space planning.
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Special

'E..anks to the following offices and individuals for their invaluable assistance on Symposium Xli:

Jllbout the ~te Speaker ...

Cmtinuing Education
Dr. DaVid Adamany was bom on September 23,1936 in Janeeyille,Wt.$1i81n!

f£Mu Bookstore/Barnes & Noble

~~~Iii~i

and law ~e,grees from Harvani Univetsity and. masters and doctoral~~''jh .~~~~~~~~

'Deb Kern and University Publications Staff

University of Wisconsin-Madison. SinCe AUgust Of 1982, Dr. A4~~~:~~~~J~~_~~~J~~~

~enny Union/University Conferences Staff

University, as well as, Prbfessor of Law and Political Science.

Paul Majeske, Lecturer, Interdisciplinary Technology

Dr. A<hnnany has held teaching posts at Wisconsin State U~:venJitit~M\~.~.~~l_"'E.fA~~

!J\gn Goldenberg, Dean, Graduate School

WJsc:on8In-Madison, and Wesleyan University, where he also.served asOean

Sherry Sayles-Folks, Chair, Commission on Minority Affairs

years as Vice President for Academic AffairS and Professor of Political SdenceatC8lifomhi Slate JM_~lmtg

Susan Bairley, Director, Public Information

Beach. Before coming to Wayne State University, Dr. Adamany served as Vice President for AcacteJnic ~

CJhe President's Commission on Blueprint 150

Professor of PoHtical Science at the University Of MarYland.

71.ru.versity Honors Program

Adamany has an extensive backgrOUnd in pubJkaffalrsand was a memberofthe Wisconsin PublicQmoi\~

~uavanh Lee, Student Courier, Communication & Theatre Arts
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Commission, Chairman of the Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice, Chairmai\ oftbe W1scOasin State~.~dlOl~"~('"
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Symposium
Side Light

A message from Dennis Beagen, Chair
Symposium XIll Planning Committee
On behalf of the Symposium XIII Planning Committee I would like to extend
warm appreciation to members of the University community for their continued
support of the College of Arts and Sciences Undergraduate Symposum.

Thanks to the efforts of many people, the Undergraduate Symposium has be-
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Symposium XI II wefcomes:
Allen Park High School,
John Glenn High School, and
Lapeer West High School.

come a highly successful way to showcase the best in student academic achievement. Listed in today's Symposium XIII program booklet are the names of
individuals and offices which have provided support to this event. In addition to
those listed in the program booklet, students, faculty and the College wish also to
thank the following offices and individuals for their sponsorship support of a
Symposium participant through the "Sponsor Too" program.
The Graduate School
University Honors Program
Ray Schaub- World College
Susan Bairley - Public Information
David Gifford - Office of Research Development
Michelle Barnes - Office of Research Development
Barbara Richardson - Office of Research Development
Helen Lodder - Office of Research Development
Rosalyn Barclay - University Counseling Services
Neal Belitsky - Housing and Dining
Neeta Delaney - Continuing Education
Art McCafferty - Continuing Education
Art Hoover - Continuing Education
Paul Webb - Foreign Student Affairs
Kevin Smart - Employee Relations
Carole Huston - Intercollegiate Athletics
Fred Blum - University Library
Bruce Patterson - University Development
Ann C. Kettles - Office of the Registrar
Ted Heidloff - Human Resources
Brian Fitzgerald - Housing and Dining Services
Patricia Ann Wray - Parking Control
Marcia D. Harrison - Corporate Education Center

See reverse for further additions to the "Thank You page
in the Symposium XlII program bookld.
H

ENJOY YOUR DAY!
IT'S HERE!!!

Eastern Michigan University

College of Arts and Sciences

Symposium XI I I
The Recognition of Excellence in
Undergraduate Creativity
and Research

NEWS AND NOTES
TODA Y'S SYMPOSIUM represents the outstanding research efforts oflOO of Eastern' s top undergraduates. If you are pursuing a
research topic in one of your
courses which you believe merits
consideration for next year's Undergraduate Symposium, ask
your faculty advisor or department head about submitting your
work for Symposium XN.

PRESENTERS:
Your efforts are to be congratulated, your hard work commended and your presentations
admired!
SPONSORS:
Symposium XN will be here before you know it - keep it in mind
aruf thanks for your support!

Special tThanks to the following people for their
invaluable role in Symposium XIII:
College of

Arts and Sciences

Student Symposium Hosts
from the University Honors Program:
Shannon MtCue
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julieanna Mi tter
J-kather Sheaffer
JIngie Peters

The EMU Concert Winds Quintet

• •

. We would like to express our thanks to all of you who have helped in making

Symposium XIII
a successful celebration of academic excellence in creativity and research.

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
College of Arts and Sciences

Congratulations and fJ1ianf(')"ou!
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